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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Qantas’ interest in the Inquiry

Qantas is a substantial user of services provided by Australian airports.  Accordingly, Qantas and its
customers (passengers and persons transporting freight) are directly affected by the prices charged by
Australian airports in respect of airport services.

The Productivity Commission’s terms of reference for this inquiry are very broad.  It may recommend
more effective forms of price regulation of airports than are currently in place.  Furthermore, the
Commission is required to consider not only the economic impact of price regulation, but also the
distributional impacts.

Qantas believes that it is readily apparent that Australian airports possess substantial market power, and
generally constitute natural monopolies.  As a result of the privatisation of Australian airports, it can be
expected that airport operators will seek to maximise profits.  Qantas believes that in the absence of price
regulation, airport prices will increase substantially.  This will be to the detriment of airline travellers and
Australian industry more generally.  Qantas believes that regulation of airport prices is required to prevent
monopolistic behaviour by airport operators.  The aim of price regulation should be to enable airport
operators to earn a reasonable rate of return on efficient investment.

Natural monopoly characteristics of airports

Qantas submits that there are location specific markets for the provision of a cluster of infrastructure-
based services at airports.  Having regard to the economies of scope that exist within airport businesses,
the cluster of services includes a wide range of airside and landside services or, in other words, all those
services used by airlines or their contractors in providing civil aviation services (both passengers and
freight).

Qantas believes that it is readily apparent that most airports are natural monopolies.  This conclusion has
been recognised by a variety of economic regulatory bodies including the Prices Surveillance Authority
(Report No. 48, 1993), the ACCC (Draft Guide to Section 192 of the Airports Act and Submission to the
Productivity Commission dated May 2001) and the Australian Competition Tribunal (Sydney International
Airport [2000] AcompT 1).

Qantas submits that the assertion, by a number of airport operators, that major airlines have
countervailing power in respect of the use of airport services is incorrect.  Qantas notes that a number of
submissions to the Productivity Commission also reject this assertion (Peter Forsyth, the ACCC and Prof
Stephen King (whose report to the ACCC is included in the ACCC’s submission)).  In short, airlines have
no choice but to use the services of airports located in destinations to which customers wish to fly.  From
a demand perspective, air transportation to a capital city is not substitutable for an alternative capital city.
Even a major airline such as Qantas is not in a position to bypass or otherwise facilitate new entry into the
provision of airport services in Australia.  Qantas has no choice but to use the services offered by airport
operators.

The range of airport services in respect of which an airport operator has significant market power
includes:
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Qantas submits that the development of an appropriate regulatory framework for airport prices must
respond to a number of distinct characteristics of airport commercial activity:

•  airport operators provide a cluster of infrastructure-based services, a majority of which are
required to be utilised by airlines and air travellers;

•  airport operators possess monopoly power across a wide range of these airport services;

•  a number of important airport services have historically been provided to airport users
(particularly airlines) without the protection of a written commercial agreement.

The combined effect of these characteristics means that the price regulation of selected services at
airports is naturally prone to abuse, and this has been evidenced under the current regulatory framework.

It is air travellers and users of air freight services that are ultimately impacted by increased airport prices.
In competitive markets, common input costs such as airport prices will be passed through to airline
customers (although in the short term these costs may be borne by the airlines and not passed through to
customers).  There is no basis on which to conclude that airlines are able to retain as profit any
decreases in airport charges (even if those decreases existed).  Qantas is concerned to constrain the
abuse of market power by airport operators.  This is because air transport services have a reasonably
high price elasticity.  Substantial increases in airport prices have the ability to decrease demand for air
services.

Current regulatory framework

Qantas believes that the current regulatory framework applying to airports has been reasonably
successful in constraining the monopoly power of airport operators, and has been reasonably efficient
from an administrative perspective.

Qantas rejects the criticisms made by airport operators of the current price cap.  Qantas endorses the
conclusion reached in the ACCC submission:  that a price cap should continue to apply to Australian
airports, and the starting point for the price cap should be the price set out under the existing regulatory
arrangements.

Qantas agrees that it is desirable to allow airport operators the ability to increase prices as a result of
efficient new investment.  However, Qantas rejects a number of criticisms made by airport operators of
the current application of the new investment criteria by the ACCC.  Qantas does agree, though, that
improvements can be made to the regulatory oversight of new investment.  For example:
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•  capital expenditure can be forecast and reviewed for a defined regulatory period (consistent with
the approach adopted in other regulatory environments); and

•  the information obligations of airport operators in such applications could be clarified and
strengthened, to improve the transparency and efficiency of the process.

A very important issue in the regulation of monopoly airport services is the adoption of a single or dual till
basis for regulation.  Qantas supports the single till form of regulation, or a modified form of single till as
advocated in BARA’s submissions in response to SACL’s aeronautical pricing proposal.  Qantas believes
that:

•  there is no economic justification for revising the basis on which current aeronautical prices
have been set; and

•  in respect of increased aeronautical charges to fund new investment, economic efficiency is
best promoted by taking account of the likely increase in non-aeronautical revenues that will
flow from the new investment.

Nevertheless, if a dual till basis for regulation is finally adopted for the airport industry, Qantas endorses
the comments made in the ACCC submission; that is, under a dual till approach, it is necessary to include
within the regulated till all services for which airports have significant market power.

Service quality is an important element of the supply of airport services.  It is well recognised that
providers of monopoly services have little incentive to deliver consistent or high quality services.
Although under the current regulatory framework, quality of services at airports is monitored by the
ACCC, there are no explicit service quality standards with which airport operators must comply.  Qantas
believes that the most effective and practical means to ensure minimum levels of service quality within
the airport industry is to include within the regulatory framework service level commitments.  These are
included in other regulated industries such as electricity.

Qantas believes that regulation of access to monopoly airport services is a necessary element of the
regulation of airports.  In Qantas’ experience, access problems do arise at airports; either access is
denied or frustrated, or access is provided on unreasonable commercial terms (both price and non-price).
The consequence of access problems at airports is significant from an efficiency and public interest
perspective.  Airports play an important role in Australia’s overall transportation system.  Accordingly, the
efficiency and quality of airport services will impact directly on the efficiency and quality of Australia’s
transportation system.

Finally, Qantas notes that regulation pursuant to the Prices Surveillance Act has a number of deficiencies.
Those deficiencies were identified in Qantas’ submission to the Productivity Commission’s Inquiry into the
Prices Surveillance Act.  They included:

•  the scope of airport services subject to price regulation is too narrow;

•  the ACCC has lacked sufficient regulatory powers under the Prices Surveillance Act; and

•  the regulatory criteria to be applied by the ACCC in making price decisions has been
inadequate.

The Productivity Commission’s draft report on its review of the Prices Surveillance Act also highlights a
number of deficiencies with that Act.

Future regulatory framework

In considering the future regulatory framework applying to Australian airports, Qantas believes it is helpful
to state a number of objectives for that regulation:

•  the framework should provide a high level of certainty for both airport operators and airport
users;

•  regulation should enable airport operators to earn a reasonable return on efficient
investment, and restrain the exercise of market power by airport operators;
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•  the regulatory framework should promote transparency; and

•  the regulatory framework should also permit commercial negotiation between airport
operators and airport users.

In competitive markets, the above objectives are realised through competitive pressures.  Competitive
markets are characterised by reasonable certainty of commercial behaviour, reasonable rates of return,
transparency and commercial negotiations.  Accordingly, developing a regulatory framework that
promotes the above objectives will result in the airport industry best reflecting competitive market
outcomes.  If the airport industry becomes unregulated, it would be expected that monopolistic market
conduct would emerge.  Such conduct would involve uncertainty, excessive returns to airport operators,
lack of transparency and limited commercial negotiation (rather, prices and conditions of use would be
imposed on airport users).

Qantas believes that the current regulatory framework largely promotes the above objectives and
competitive market outcomes.  Accordingly, Qantas believes that the Productivity Commission should
recommend a regulatory framework that is consistent with the existing framework, but with modifications
to address the following deficiencies.

First, the scope of airport services subject to price regulation should be broadened.  There are a wide
range of airport services over which an airport operator may exercise monopoly power including:

•  airside facilities;

•  passenger processing areas;

•  operational staff office space;

•  access to the airport to deliver and load and unload food on aircraft;

•  access to the airport to refuel aircraft;

•  access to the airport to conduct ground handling services, including equipment storage;

•  light and emergency maintenance facilities;

•  public and staff carparking; and

•  landside vehicle access.

The current regulatory framework is also deficient in relation to the regulatory powers given to the ACCC
under the Prices Surveillance Act:

•  the Prices Surveillance Act does not empower the ACCC to enforce a price cap, but instead
relies on voluntary compliance;

•  the ACCC’s regulatory powers are confined to assessing compliance with a price cap, and the
ACCC is not able to perform a proper price regulatory role, including lowering the price cap if
necessary;

•  the ACCC’s information gathering powers are deficient;

•  the ACCC’s limited powers also result in administrative inefficiencies in reviewing new
investment proposals; and

•  the ACCC has limited power to enforce service quality in the supply of airport services.

Thirdly, the Prices Surveillance Act is deficient in defining regulatory criteria to be applied by the ACCC in
making pricing decisions.  The criteria contained in section 17(3) of the Prices Surveillance Act are now
outdated, and a broader set of criteria should be developed.

Fourthly, the access arrangements under section 192 of the Airports Act could be improved.  In particular:
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•  the declaration criteria could be improved by replacing the test ’necessary for civil aviation
services’ with a test of ’used for civil aviation services’; and

•  Qantas would have no objection to airport operators having the right to lodge access
undertakings with the ACCC at any time.

In its terms of reference, the Productivity Commission is required to consider whether other forms of
regulation would be more effective than the current regulatory framework applying to airport services.
There appear to be three main alternatives to the current framework:

•  so-called ’light handed’ regulation;

•  sole reliance on Part IIIA of the TPA; and

•  sole reliance on Part IV of the TPA.

Qantas believes that none of these alternatives will achieve the regulatory objectives discussed above.

First, Qantas believes that the outcomes of light handed regulation are likely to be threefold:

•  there would be little or no effective constraint on airport operator’s pricing decisions;

•  there would be strong incentives for the monopoly firm to withhold information from the
regulator; and

•  negotiations between airport users and airport operators will not be commercially based, but will
be affected by inevitable governmental, community and industry lobbying and involvement.

This will result in negotiations being conducted in an environment of information disparity and mistrust,
retarding the efficient operation and development of airport services.  Rather than be light handed, such
regulation will act as a heavy hand dampening and frustrating efficient airport investment and
development.

Secondly, Qantas does not believe that sole reliance on Part IIIA would be an effective regulatory
mechanism for the airport industry:

•  the process for having airport services declared under Part IIIA is slow and complex;

•  Part IIIA does not protect users who obtain services from other airport users which are
themselves monopolies (for example, the fuel throughput levy was imposed on an oil company
joint venture, which was then passed through to Qantas);

•  under Part IIIA, price decisions are made individually for each service user - commercial activity
at airports is characterised by a large number of users acquiring a large range of services from
the airport operator.

Thirdly, Qantas does not believe that the pricing and access issues that arise at airports can be
addressed solely by Part IV of the TPA. The mere use of market power, without the purpose or effect of
expanding that market power, is not prohibited.  Accordingly, a monopolist is entitled to increase its prices
and reduce the quality or level of its services without contravening Part IV.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Qantas Airways Limited (’Qantas’) welcomes the opportunity to make a submission to the Productivity
Commission in relation to its inquiry into price regulation of airport services.

As the Productivity Commission will be aware, Qantas is a substantial user of services provided by
Australian airports.  Accordingly, Qantas and its customers (passengers and persons transporting freight)
are directly affected by the prices charged by Australian airports in respect of airport services.

The Productivity Commission’s terms of reference for this inquiry are very broad.  To a considerable
extent, the Commission is able to approach the regulation of airport prices afresh.  The terms of reference
ask the Commission to start from the position that the CPI - X price cap applied to aeronautical charges
during the first five year period of private ownership of airports will no longer operate.  However, the
Commission is also required to take into account the following principles:

•  future price regulation should be applied to those aeronautical services and those airports
where airport operators have most potential to abuse market power; and

•  the Commission may recommend more effective forms of price regulation than are currently in
place, where this may be necessary.

As will be explained in this submission, Qantas believes that the above two principles are extremely
important, owing to the gaps and deficiencies in the current regulation of airport prices.

In addition, the Commission is required by the terms of reference to consider the impact of the regulation
of airport prices in a broad context.  It is required to identify different groups in the community that are
likely to be affected by airport price regulation.  Furthermore, the Commission must not only consider the
economic impact of price regulation, but also the distributional impacts.

Qantas believes that it is readily apparent that Australian airports possess substantial market power and
generally constitute natural monopolies.  As a result of the privatisation of Australian airports, it can be
expected that airport operators will seek to maximise profits.  The suggestion by a number of airport
operators in submissions to the Productivity Commission that they will either exercise voluntary restraint,
or be restrained by airport users, in their pricing decisions defies commercial and business logic and is
inconsistent with their commercial behaviour to date.  Accordingly, Qantas believes that in the absence of
price regulation, airport prices will increase substantially.  This will be to the detriment of airline travellers
and Australian industry more generally.  Qantas believes that regulation of airport prices is required to
prevent monopolistic behaviour by airport operators.  The aim of price regulation should be to enable
airport operators to earn a reasonable rate of return on efficient investment.

This submission is divided into a number of sections as follows:

•  Section 2 discusses the natural monopoly characteristics of airports (including the claim that
airport users have countervailing power), and explains why it is likely that airport operators will
misuse this market power if left unregulated;

•  Section 3 discusses the current regulatory framework applying to airports, and particularly how
the regulatory framework has been working in practice;

•  Section 4 discusses a possible future regulatory framework, including modifications to the
existing framework and alternative methods of regulation that have been suggested by airport
operators.

During the past two years, Qantas has been involved in a large number of submissions to the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission (’ACCC’) and the Productivity Commission, either individually or
as a member of the Board of Airline Representatives of Australia (’BARA’).  Many of those submissions
are relevant to the Productivity Commission’s inquiry into the price regulation of airport services.  The
most significant submissions include:

•  Qantas’ submission in relation to the review of the Prices Surveillance Act 1983;

•  Qantas’ submission in relation to the review of the National Access Regime;
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•  BARA’s submission in relation to the price regulation of airport services; and

•  BARA’s initial and subsequent submissions to the ACCC regarding Sydney Airport Corporation
Ltd’s (’SACL’) draft pricing proposal.

Qantas wishes to adopt each of the above submissions in the context of this current inquiry.  Extracts
from BARA’s initial and subsequent submission to the ACCC regarding SACL’s draft pricing proposal are
attached to this submission.

Qantas is aware that the Productivity Commission is conducting simultaneous inquiries (and has issued
position papers) in respect of:

•  the Prices Surveillance Act 1983 (which regulates the prices of various airport services); and

•  the National Access Regime.

In making this submission, Qantas has taken account of the Productivity Commission’s work in these
areas.

Qantas would be pleased to expand on any of the points raised in this submission, and provide additional
information and data, if requested by the Productivity Commission.
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2. NATURAL MONOPOLY CHARACTERISTICS OF AIRPORTS

2.1 Overview

This section of the submission discusses the natural monopoly characteristics of airports.  It:

•  describes the markets in which airport operators provide services;

•  discusses the natural monopoly characteristics of airports;

•  considers whether airlines have countervailing power;

•  examines specific airport services to establish the boundaries of the airport operator’s market
power;

•  discusses the difficulty of selective regulation of airport services; and

•  examines the consequences of the use of market power by airport operators.

2.2 Airport markets

The BARA submission contains an analysis of the markets in which airport operators provide services.
The submission concluded that there are location specific markets for the provision of a cluster of
infrastructure based services at airports.  Having regard to the economies of scope that exist within
airport businesses, the cluster of services includes a wide range of airside and landside services or, in
other words, all those services used by airlines or their contractors in providing civil aviation services
(both passenger and freight).

Qantas agrees with this definition of airport markets.  In particular, it is apparent that for most airports in
Australia, there is no competing airport.  Nor are the activities of airports constrained by substitutes for air
services.  In general, road and rail services are likely to be poor substitutes for air travel.  In addition, a
large number of airport services required by airlines must be located on the airport, either from physical or
economic necessity.  Even where services may be provided off airport, such as flight catering kitchens,
the utility of those services depends on the provider being able to gain access to the airport.  Through
control of access rights, the airport operator is a provider of an airport service for which there is no
substitute.

Qantas also agrees with BARA’s conclusion that it is possible to define airport markets by reference to
individual services (for example, terminal services, runway services, ground handling services).  This
approach to market definition is helpful in assessing market power in a downstream service such as
ground handling, which is generally provided by downstream service providers and not by the airport
operator itself.  However, such an approach is less helpful when the object of the exercise is to assess
the market power of the airport operator itself.  In that inquiry, the market power possessed by airport
operators affects a cluster of services, and not merely individual services. This is a significant issue when
considering the design of the regulatory regime.

It is also necessary to understand the functional dimension of the market in which airport operators
provide services.  This includes both access to infrastructure (including access to the airport itself), as
well as the supply of services (for example, car parking, baggage handling systems, check-in counters,
information services etc).

2.3 Natural monopoly characteristics

Qantas believes that it is readily apparent that most airports are natural monopolies.

In its inquiry into the aeronautical and non-aeronautical charges of the Federal Airports Corporation
(Report No. 48, 1993), the Prices Surveillance Authority commented:

’Airport service markets are largely non-contestable:  provision of airport services tends to be
characterised by very large sunk costs and high barriers to entry.  In addition, there appear to
be economies of scale in the provision of airport services and significant economies of utilization
over a range of levels of airport activity, which ensure natural monopoly status.  Airports, like
other utilities, exhibit joint and common production cost characteristics in the production of
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multiple services.  Airports generally can be considered to be local monopolies in the provision
of aeronautical services.  Finally, the characteristics of airports has led to regulation of airport
charges in several countries, including the United Kingdom.’  (pp. 47-48).

In the same report, the Prices Surveillance Authority considered the extent of competition between
airports.  It concluded:

'… the major airports in Australia are not particularly good substitutes for each other.  Apart from
a few areas where there are effective alternative airports in close proximity, such as the New
South Wales north coast, most destination regions offer only one airport.  In the capital cities,
only the major airports are capable of handling large jet aircraft used by RPT [Regular
Passenger Transport] airlines.'  (p. 51).

These conclusions have been reaffirmed more recently by other bodies.  In its draft guide to section 192
of the Airports Act, the ACCC commented:

'The combination of economies of scale and significant entry and exit costs means that most
larger airports, including most if not all core regulated airports, could not be economically
duplicated.'  (p. vii).

In considering an appeal by Sydney Airports Corporation Ltd ('SACL') against declaration of various
services pursuant to section 44H of the TPA, the Australian Competition Tribunal commented:

'The Tribunal heard that most major commercial airports around the world exhibit strong natural
monopoly or bottleneck characteristics.  Once the basic infrastructure (runways, taxiways,
control tower) is in place, the owner of the facility faces sharply falling costs of servicing
increments of demand (economies of scale).  By contrast, a new entrant would have to replicate
this basic infrastructure which is inherently capital intensive.'

'Such airports typically provide a bundle of services, (for example, international and domestic
passenger and freight services).  In addition, many airports also benefit from economies of scale
and scope generated by strong network effects associated with the geographic location and the
absence of viable transport modes.  Passengers typically travel to destinations, not airports, and
airlines will prefer to locate at one airport so that they may gain commercial benefits from
interconnecting with other services and airlines.'

'SIA [Sydney International Airport] exhibits very strong bottleneck characteristics:

•  not only is it Sydney’s only international airport, it is Australia’s major international
airport, handling some 50% of international air freight leaving and entering Australia;

•  it handles the largest portion of total international passenger traffic entering and
leaving Australia;

•  it is a national and regional interconnector with domestic passengers travelling
overseas, with the two domestic carriers (Qantas and Ansett) having invested very
large sums in their passenger handling facilities.'

The Tribunal identified a 'market controlled by SACL, for the provision of the complete suite of physical
assets necessary to service international airlines flying into and out of the Sydney region - these assets
exhibit very strong monopolistic (or bottleneck) characteristics because of pervasive economies of scale
and scope and barriers to entry derived both from high sunk costs and the market size and location'.

It is apparent from the foregoing that the natural monopoly characteristics of most Australian airports has
been well recognised by a variety of economic regulatory bodies.

2.4 Countervailing power

In submissions to the Productivity Commission, some airport operators have asserted that major airlines
have countervailing power in respect of the use of airport services.  On this basis, a number of airport
operators suggest that there is no monopoly problem that needs to be addressed by regulation.

Qantas submits that this assertion by airport operators is incorrect and contradicted by the behaviour of
the airport operators.  Qantas also notes that Peter Forsyth's Submission, the ACCC's Submission and
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Prof Stephen King (Report to the ACCC dated January 2001) all conclude that airlines do not possess
countervailing power in relation to the acquisition of airport services.

Countervailing power is the term used to describe the commercial or bargaining power of a purchaser of
goods or services which is sufficient to offset any market power possessed by the seller.  However,
countervailing power does not arise merely as a result of a person being a large purchaser of goods or
services relative to the market.  Countervailing power can only arise if the buyer has choices available to
it.  For example, the buyer may have sufficient scale to facilitate a new entrant into the market for the
supply of the goods or services the buyer is seeking to purchase.  The prospect of new entry may act as
a constraint on the seller.  Alternatively, the buyer may have sufficient scale to contemplate new entry
itself, and again the threat of new entry acts as a constraint on the seller.  However, if a buyer has no
choices other than to purchase goods or services from a particular seller, no countervailing power will
arise, no matter how large the buyer is relative to the market.

Airlines have no choice but to use the services of airport operators to which customers want to fly.  From
a demand perspective, air transportation to a capital city is not substitutable for an alternate capital city.
Even a major airline such as Qantas is not in a position to bypass or otherwise facilitate new entry into the
provision of airport services in Australia.  Qantas has no choice but to use the services offered by airport
operators.

The existence and scope of countervailing power of major airlines can be tested in another way.  Airport
operators do not appear to be asserting that all airlines possess countervailing power.  Rather, they
appear to assert that the larger users of airport services, such as Qantas and Ansett, possess
countervailing power.  Clearly, there are a large number of smaller users of airport services, both
domestic and international, that airport operators acknowledge do not possess countervailing power.  If it
were correct that Qantas and Ansett possessed countervailing power, it would be expected that Qantas
and Ansett would not be concerned about price regulation of airports.  Indeed, if Qantas and Ansett
possessed countervailing power, it would be expected that both airlines would argue for no or minimal
price regulation.  This is because both airlines would be able to negotiate competitive prices with the
airport, and would have no concern if the airport charged other airlines monopolistic prices.  The fact that
Qantas has argued strenuously for the need for price regulation of airports, and participated in regulatory
decisions and regulatory reviews, indicates that Qantas is in no better position viz-a-viz airport
negotiations than other smaller airlines.

It has also been suggested that airlines may be able to exert countervailing power through bundling the
acquisition of services that are contestable, with services that are not.  For example, it has been
suggested that airlines might bundle the acquisition of services for heavy maintenance facilities with other
airport services.  It is suggested that through such bundling, airlines might negotiate better terms and
conditions (including price) on the other airport services.  Qantas submits that this proposition is
unrealistic.  Qantas’ existing heavy maintenance facilities represent sunk investments.  Qantas cannot
and does not relocate its heavy maintenance facilities on frequent occasions.  Investment in future heavy
maintenance facilities is infrequent and lumpy.  Accordingly, it provides little or no opportunity to bundle
such services together with other airport services.  Such bundling is simply not a practical consideration
for Qantas in the conduct of its business.

The lack of countervailing power held by airlines is well illustrated by the current position of Sydney
Airport.  It is recognised that due to Government policy, Sydney Airport is slot constrained, or close to
constraint, at peak periods of use.  Furthermore, Sydney Airport has recently increased aeronautical
charges levied on airline users (to almost double current charges).  Despite the Government imposed
congestion problem and Sydney Airport’s dramatic increase to its prices, there is no prospect of airlines
being able to bypass Sydney Airport, or replicate an airport facility to service Sydney.  The reasons that
such bypass or new entry are not viable are many and complex, but include:

•  the construction of an airport requires the acquisition of a large amount of land and it is very
difficult for the required quantity of land to be acquired by private interests in reasonable
proximity to capital cities; and

•  there are substantial regulatory approvals required to construct and operate an airport, which
effectively prevent the construction of an airport by private interests without full government
endorsement and backing.

It is apparent from the history of the proposed second airport to service the Sydney basin during the past
40 years that such approvals would be difficult to obtain.  Accordingly, Sydney Airport is able to exercise
complete monopoly power, and no airline has any countervailing power in response.
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The absence of countervailing power possessed by major airlines or other substantial users of airport
services is also evidenced by the conduct of major airports during the past 2-3 years.  Examples are set
out below with further examples provided in confidential appendix 1 attached to this submission.

•  As noted above, Sydney Airport was seeking to increase aeronautical charges by more than
100% (significantly above the level of charges that the ACCC regarded as reasonable).

•  In Qantas’ experience, almost all airport operators provide services on the basis that the airport
does not promise any specific level or quality of service provision.  Accordingly, there is limited
commercial pressure for the airport to deliver agreed quality levels in the supply of its services.
Qantas and other airlines have sought to enter into service level agreements with a number of
airport operators but due to the monopoly position of the airport operators, to date Qantas has
not been able to do so.  It is clearly not in the airport operators’ interests to enter into
agreements with airlines under which they will be penalised for failure to meet agreed service
levels. Airlines have no countervailing power with which to force the issue.  It is probably one of
the few industries in the world where customers pay millions of dollars in fees but do not have a
written agreement which clearly sets out the services which will be provided in return for those
fees and the standard to which the services will be provided.  By way of illustration,
approximately 12 months ago Perth Airport  downgraded one of its runways (it did not wish to
continue maintaining the runway to its previous level).  However, there was no corresponding
reduction in aeronautical charges.  Also, in recent negotiations with representatives of another
airport operator, those representatives asserted that aeronautical charges are payable
regardless of whether any particular services were provided.  Such a statement could not be
made if the acquirer possessed any significant degree of market power.

•  Following privatisation, Brisbane and Perth airport operators introduced a fuel throughput levy
payable by the major oil companies utilising a pipeline across the airport - the levy was
immediately passed on to airlines.  The pipeline and all associated infrastructure is owned,
operated and maintained by the oil companies.  The only service provided by the airport
operators is a licence to run the pipeline across airport land, for which the fuel companies
already pay a fixed licence fee.  As observed by the ACCC, the fuel throughput levy was
unrelated to any cost increases at the airport.  If a fuel throughput levy equivalent to the
Brisbane levy of 0.4 cents per litre was introduced at all major airports across Australia, the total
cost to airlines would be approximately $20 million per annum, with Qantas’ share being
approximately $8 million.

•  Brisbane, Perth and Canberra airport operators have introduced new charges payable by taxis
accessing the airport terminals.  Effectively, these new charges (which are unrelated to new
investments) will place the airport operators in breach of the CPI -X price cap administered by
the ACCC and should therefore result in a reduction in other aeronautical charges.  The airport
operators assert that these charges are not included under the CPI -X price cap.  The ACCC
disagrees. However, the ACCC has no powers under the Prices Surveillance Act to enforce the
price cap. Canberra Airport unsuccessfully challenged the ACCC's interpretation of the relevant
instruments in the Federal Court; the Federal Court upheld the ACCC's view (Canberra
International Airport v ACCC [2001] FCA 289).  This decision is being appealed by Canberra
Airport. Melbourne Airport has also sought to introduce new charges, but these are related to
new investment undertaken at the airport in respect of taxi facilities.  Melbourne Airport applied
to the ACCC, and gained approval for, the pass through of a part of its proposed increase.

•  Many airport operators have sought to substantially increase aeronautical charges, to recover
amounts claimed to be 'necessary new investment'.  The ACCC has rejected many of the
increases but in the absence of prices surveillance by the ACCC under the Prices Surveillance
Act, airport operators are likely to have introduced all of their proposed price increases (and
presumably additional increases).  A summary of the necessary new investment applications
made by airport operators is contained in the ACCC's Submission to the Productivity
Commission, May 2001 ('ACCC Submission'), and appendix 2 to this Submission.

It should be observed that the above conduct occurred during a period in which:

•  the major airport operators were subject to price and access regulation (other than SACL, which
does not have a CPI-X price cap and to which section 192 of the Airports Act does not apply);
and
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•  the airport operators were aware that a review of the regulatory framework would take place in
relation to the privatised airports.

Qantas believes strongly that airport operators (other than Sydney Airport - which is a good example of
an airport which has not been under significant regulatory pressure) have not fully exercised their
monopoly power during the past few years, both as a result of existing regulation and the pending
regulatory review.  However, even in this environment, increases in charges to airlines have occurred.
Qantas believes that any lessening of the regulatory framework applying to airport operators will result in
substantial increases in charges to airlines and their customers.  Airlines will be unable commercially to
prevent this occurring.

2.5 Specific Airport Services

As discussed earlier, Qantas believes that airport operators provide a cluster of infrastructure based
services at the airport.  As many airport users require a wide range of those services, the airport’s market
power is best seen in the context of the cluster of services provided.

Nevertheless, part of the Productivity Commission’s task is to determine which services provided by
airport operators should be subject to price regulation.  For that reason, Qantas makes a number of
observations in relation to specific airport services.

The airport services discussed below are categorised in a similar manner to that adopted by the ACCC in
its Draft Guide to Section 192 of the Airports Act (October 1998).  Qantas does not endorse all of the
conclusions in the ACCC’s Draft Guide, but the Guide provides a useful checklist of airport services.
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Airside facilities include aircraft movement areas, such as runways, taxiways and aprons, aircraft parking
areas, safety devices and guidance systems, airfield and airside lighting, airside grounds associated with
the use of those facilities and vehicular access to those facilities.

It is readily apparent that airport operators are monopoly suppliers of airside facilities.  For most
Australian airports, there are no substitutable services.
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Airport terminals are used to provide a range of services to both international and domestic passengers.

In respect of international passengers, terminal services include check-in desks, aerobridges, airside
buses, departure and holding lounges, immigration and customs services areas, public address systems,
closed circuit surveillance systems, security systems, baggage handling and reclaim areas, public
amenities, lifts, escalators, moving walkways and flight information display systems.  The services also
include commercial lounges and retail precincts.

Again, other than in respect of commercial lounges and retail precincts, Qantas believes it is apparent
that airport operators are monopoly providers of terminal services for international passengers.  These
services are necessary for the conduct of civil aviation and must be provided at the airport as there are no
substitutable services available.

It has been questioned whether airport operators possess monopoly power in the supply of leased areas
for enhanced services provided to international air travellers such as commercial and transit lounges,
premium class check-in services and ’seamless’ transfer areas (required to transfer passengers airside
between international and domestic terminals).  Qantas submits that airport operators do possess
monopoly power in respect of these services because:

•  there is a strong demand/expectation from international air travellers for these services;

•  these services can only practically and economically be provided at the airport location; and

•  downstream competition between airlines will continue to see these services developed and
enhanced further.

In order for Australia to continue to develop an internationally competitive air transport industry, it is
essential that airlines develop these enhanced services at an efficient cost.  The airport operators
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possess the monopoly power to determine whether, to what extent and at what price these enhanced
services will be available to air passengers.  It is unrealistic to suggest that airlines possess countervailing
power in respect of these services.

The position of domestic terminals at airports may be regarded as somewhat different to international
terminals.  This is due to the commercial arrangements that exist in relation to many domestic terminals
at Australian airports.  Many years ago, domestic airlines (Australian and Ansett) entered into relatively
long term leases in respect of the domestic terminals.  As a consequence, the domestic terminal services
have been provided by domestic airlines, rather than the airport operator, and have given the domestic
airlines a degree of countervailing power (at least during the term of the domestic terminal lease) in
respect of domestic terminal services.

In submissions to the Productivity Commission, a number of airport operators have pointed to current
negotiations between Qantas and Adelaide Airport in respect of the proposed multi-user integrated
terminal (’MUIT’) as evidencing the countervailing power of airlines such as Qantas.  Qantas
acknowledges that its domestic terminal lease at Adelaide Airport provides a degree of countervailing
power in the current negotiations with Adelaide Airport.  This is because Qantas’ current domestic
terminal lease at Adelaide Airport is relatively long term.  This means that Qantas has no immediate need
for a different terminal facility.  Nevertheless, Qantas is negotiating alternative commercial arrangements
in respect of the proposed MUIT.  Despite the inaccurate commentary in relation to current negotiations,
Qantas is merely seeking to ensure that Adelaide Airport offers commercial terms to Qantas in respect of
the MUIT that are no less favourable than offered to other airlines.  Qantas believes that such a
commercial position is reasonable.  However, to suggest that the MUIT negotiations evidence broader
countervailing power on the part of Qantas is plainly wrong.

More broadly, Qantas recognises that an argument can be made for not regulating domestic terminal
services.  This is because an airline requiring those services has a number of choices available, as
evidenced by the recent domestic terminal expansions at Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane airports.

Despite this, airport operators exercise market power in the development or expansion of domestic
terminals.  Similar to international terminals, domestic terminals must be located on-airport.  Therefore it
is apparent that airport operators
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In order to conduct air services, airlines require office and related space at airports for airport operational
staff.  This space is required for the large number of staff who conduct airport operations.  Offices for
such staff cannot practicably be located off-airport.  These requirements also extend to lunch rooms and
locker rooms for such staff.
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Commercial and retail facilities include facilities such as restaurants, retail shops (including duty free
shops) and car rental desks.

Airport operators dispute strongly that they possess any market power in the provision of leased areas for
the conduct of these businesses at an airport.  This is despite the evidence that airport operators achieve
above normal profits in the supply of leased areas for these services.  Airport operators argue that these
above normal profits merely represent ’locational rents’.  By this, airport operators mean that the profits
available to them from leasing land and buildings for these purposes reflect the higher value of the
location on-airport.

Qantas agrees that consumers have the choice whether or not to consume various retail and commercial
services provided on the airport.  In that sense, consumers do not need protection from the abuse of
market power by airport operators or commercial retailers operating at the airport.  However, Qantas
believes that the existence of above normal profits in the commercial or retail parts of the airport
operators’ business are relevant to the efficient conduct of an airport business, and are therefore relevant
to price regulation of the airport.  These issues are discussed in section 3.4 below in relation to single till.
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Flight catering facilities have two components:

•  the kitchen facilities in which food is prepared and packaged; and
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•  delivery and loading facilities that deliver and load (and unload) the food on the aircraft.

Practically, it is not necessary to conduct a flight catering kitchen on-airport.  Such kitchens can be, and
are, conducted off airport, although inevitably at additional cost (of delivery).

However, it is apparent that it is necessary to have access to the airport in order to deliver and load and
unload food from aircraft.  As the airport controls access, it is a monopoly provider of the access rights.
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Refuelling at airports is usually provided by common user fuel storage tanks and pipelines.  At smaller
airports, refuelling may be provided by the use of fuel trucks.  The refuelling facilities (tanks, pipelines etc)
are usually owned by oil companies.

Airport operators therefore provide access to the airport for the conduct of refuelling activities, whether by
use of fuel trucks or the establishment of permanent refuelling facilities by oil companies.  Airport
operators are monopoly providers of these access services.  Some airport operators have suggested that
they do not have market power in respect of access for refuelling services, because aircraft do not need
to refuel every time they land (if they are only flying short distances).  However, that suggestion lacks
credibility from a practical perspective.  Clearly, the majority of aircraft flying to an airport will need to
refuel, either because the aircraft is flying a long distance, or because it is a small aircraft.  In the majority
of cases, therefore, the airport will possess market power in respect of these services.
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Ground handling equipment includes equipment used for towing aircraft, loading and unloading baggage,
passenger stairs, ground power unit and air start unit.  Ground handling services are a necessary part of
civil aviation services.  Furthermore, the services must be provided at or around the aprons and hard
stands on which aircraft are parked at the airport.

Ground handling services are generally provided in Australia by airlines and other service providers.
However, to provide those services, ground handling companies require access to the airport and
locations at which to store equipment.

Airport operators are monopoly providers of these access and storage services.  Given the frequency of
use of ground handling equipment, it is not practically nor economically feasible to store this equipment
off-airport.
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Maintenance facilities can be divided into two categories: light or emergency maintenance and heavy or
planned maintenance.

In the case of light and emergency maintenance facilities, such facilities must be available at each airport.
They are essential for aircraft safety.  In order to provide these services, maintenance workers require
access to land within the airport, and aircraft parking space on which to conduct the maintenance.  The
airport is a monopoly provider of these access rights and aircraft parking locations.

In respect of heavy and planned maintenance, it is not necessary for maintenance facilities to be located
at every airport.  Currently, Qantas has heavy maintenance facilities at a number of airport locations.
These facilities are substantial, and represent sunk investments, with specialised labour requirements.
Qantas acknowledges that in respect of future investment in heavy maintenance facilities, it is able to
exercise a degree of choice regarding the location of such future investment (subject to a variety of labour
and locational constraints).  However, Qantas has little ability to relocate existing sunk investment.  In
respect of such investments, Qantas is to a degree captive to the market power of airport operators.
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Vehicles require access to landside roads at the airport for the purpose of transporting people or goods to
the airport.  The vehicles that use these facilities include private cars, rental cars, buses, taxis and trains.
The persons utilising these facilities include the travelling public, airline employees and other airport
service providers.
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Qantas believes that airport operators are monopoly providers of landside access, in the sense that
airport operators are able to control (or charge for) access to the airport.

In submissions to the Productivity Commission, some airport operators have suggested that they do not
have market power in respect of access to landside roads, as air travellers have a variety of choices of
travel to and from the airport.  However, this observation misses the point.  The airport controls access to
the airport by each transportation medium.  Accordingly, the airport is able to charge monopoly prices in
respect of landside access by all transport mediums.
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A range of car parking services are often provided at airports.  These include:

•  short term car parks;
•  long term car parks (although these are often provided off airport);
•  staff car parks; and
•  valet parking services.

Qantas believes that airports have significant market power in respect of sites for parking services.  This
market power is not significantly constrained by off-airport options.  Accordingly, as found by the ACCC in
its review of aeronautical charges at Sydney Airport, airports are able to earn abnormally high profits from
car park services.  The prices charged for such services or spaces are unrelated to costs.

2.6 The regulatory problem at airports

The development of an appropriate regulatory framework for airport prices must respond to a number of
distinct characteristics of airport commercial activity.

First, as discussed in this section, airport operators provide a cluster of infrastructure based services, a
majority of which are required to be utilised by airlines and air travellers.

Secondly, airport operators possess monopoly power across a wide range of those airport services.

Thirdly, a number of important airport services have historically been provided to airport users
(particularly airlines) without the protection of a written commercial agreement.  This applies particularly to
the provision of airside facilities (runways, taxi-ways, aerobridges etc).  Accordingly, despite paying large
sums of money in respect of these services, the scope of the services provided is somewhat imprecise.

These characteristics mean that the price regulation of selected services at airports is naturally prone to
abuse, and this has been evidenced under the current regulatory framework.  The airport operator has
every incentive (consistent with a profit maximising firm) to substantially increase prices in respect of any
service:

•  for which it holds monopoly power;
•  is required by airlines or other airport users; and
•  is not governed by a written agreement which affords a degree of countervailing power.

Confidential appendix 1 contains a summary of the conduct of a number of airport operators during the
past few years that evidences the ability of airport operators to increase prices and avoid price cap
regulation where the price cap has been applied selectively.  This conduct has been made possible by
virtue of the above characteristics, and airlines and other airport users have no ability to prevent these
price increases.

To illustrate the problem, if airside facilities were subject to price regulation, but landside access was not,
there is every incentive for the airport operator to introduce new charges on every airline employee
requiring access to the airport.  That access fee could be set at whatever level the airport chose.  Absent
regulation, airlines would have no protection against such fees.

2.7 Airline competition and pass through of airport charges

In submissions to the Productivity Commission, a number of airport operators have asserted that the level
of airport prices merely involves a transfer of profits between airport operators and airlines, and that air
travellers are not affected.  To support that assertion, airport operators have observed that regulated
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aeronautical charges have decreased in real terms during the past few years, whereas air tickets have
increased, until the recent escalation of competition by new domestic airlines.

Qantas submits that these assertions are clearly incorrect.

First, the airport’s reference to decreases in aeronautical charges conveniently omits consideration of
non-aeronautical charges levied by airport operators on airlines.  During the past few years in which
aeronautical charges have been subject to a CPI - X price cap, many other charges levied by airport
operators on airlines have increased substantially.  These have included the fuel throughput levy, as well
as a range of other charges, some of which are listed in the confidential appendix 1.

Secondly, it is well recognised that airport charges form only a relatively small proportion of airline costs.
Accordingly, decreases in airport charges can be (and have been during the past few years) offset by
increases in other airline costs, including fuel, labour, finance (exchange rate risk) and other costs.

Thirdly, recent studies of air services conducted within Australia conclude that the air services market is
highly competitive, even prior to the emergence of the new entrant domestic airlines.  In a competitive
market environment, common input costs such as airport prices will be passed through to air travellers,
whether those prices are increased or decreased.  There is no theoretical basis on which to conclude that
airlines are able to retain as profit decreases in airport charges (even if those decreases existed).

Accordingly, the price regulation of airport operators affects air travellers, rather than airlines.  The
question might then be asked: why are airlines concerned to contain airport prices?  The answer is that
Qantas believes that air services have a reasonably high price elasticity.  Accordingly, although airport
prices currently represent a relatively small proportion of ticket prices, increases in airport prices
nevertheless have the ability to affect demand.  As discussed further below, Qantas also has an interest
in ensuring that airport operators receive a sufficient return on investment to enable the provision of
quality airport services.  Qantas believes that this objective can be best achieved through an appropriate
regulatory framework applying to airport prices.
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3. CURRENT REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

3.1 Overview

Qantas believes that the current regulatory framework applying to airports has been reasonably
successful in constraining the monopoly power of airport operators, and has been reasonably efficient
from an administrative perspective.  Notwithstanding, Qantas believes that a number of improvements
can be made to the current regulatory framework.

First, Qantas believes that regulation pursuant to the Prices Surveillance Act has a number of
deficiencies.  Those deficiencies were identified in Qantas’ submission to the Productivity Commission’s
inquiry into the Prices Surveillance Act.  They included:

•  the scope of airport services subject to price regulation has been too narrow;

•  the ACCC has lacked sufficient regulatory powers under the Prices Surveillance Act; and

•  the regulatory criteria to be applied by the ACCC in making price decisions has been
inadequate.

The Productivity Commission’s Draft Report on its Review of the Prices Surveillance Act also highlights a
number of deficiencies with that Act.

Secondly, the administrative processes for dealing with forward-looking capital investment by airport
operators is prone to some administrative inefficiency.  As discussed below, Qantas believes it is possible
to devise a better regulatory process that would make allowance for forecast capital expenditure at
airports during a fixed regulatory period.  Qantas believes that such a process would address many of the
criticisms of the current regulatory framework made by airport operators.

3.2 Current price cap

In submissions to the Productivity Commission, airport operators have criticised the current price cap on
two bases:

•  first, the current prices have been set at a level too low to allow recovery of their investment;
and

•  secondly, in their view, the ACCC has wrongly applied the price cap to new charges such as
landside access charges.

Qantas has difficulty in understanding the airport operators’ criticism of the level of the current price cap.
In general terms, the current charges applying at airports were established between the Federal Airports
Corporation (’FAC’), the Federal Government and the ACCC in September 1996.  At that time, the ACCC
approved an average 10.8% increase in aeronautical charges payable at Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane,
Perth and Adelaide Airports in preparation for their privatisation.  The FAC had sought a 13.8% increase
in aeronautical charges at these five airports.  The increase in charges was intended to provide each
airport with a reasonable return on assets, while also removing price distortions that had existed under
the FAC’s previous network pricing policy.  The increase in charges was effective from 1 January 1997.

At the time, the FAC justified seeking a 13.8% increase in aeronautical charges on the basis that it
needed to recover its increased operating costs and ensure that it would achieve its target economic rate
of return (’ERR’) of 12.5%.  Further work reconciled the ERR of 12.5% back to the 9.5% EBIT (earnings
before interest and tax) on assets target which was used by the FAC.  The ERR target was defined by the
Commonwealth Government under guidelines prepared by the Steering Committee on National
Performance Monitoring of Government Trading Enterprises issued in July 1996.  The guidelines were
titled ’An Economic Framework for Assessing the Financial Performance of Government Trading
Enterprises’.  In seeking a return of 9.5%, the FAC took into account the total assets and revenues for the
airport network, including non-aeronautical revenue.  Aeronautical charges were then set as a residual to
ensure that this overall return was achieved.  It should also be noted that the FAC had a policy of
revaluing its assets every three years, and that the required return was based on this asset valuation.
BARA member airlines objected to the FAC’s 1997 increase primarily on the basis that the return on
assets target was too high (based on commercial market comparisons) and receiving a return on a
revaluation reserve was not commercial.
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In addition to the above, and perhaps more importantly, the private purchasers of the privatised airports
were fully aware of current aeronautical and non-aeronautical prices at airports, and the existence of the
five year price cap, prior to their acquisition.  Accordingly, Qantas cannot understand how those private
purchasers can now suggest that they have been unable to obtain a reasonable return on their
investment as a result of the price cap on aeronautical charges.  Clearly, the return on investment reflects
the return on the purchase price paid for the airport assets.  The private purchasers must have
determined the purchase price to be paid having regard to the current aeronautical prices and the
existence of the price cap over the five year period.

Qantas can understand that perhaps those private purchasers forecast increases in non-aeronautical (ie
non-regulated) revenues higher than has eventuated.  However, if that is the case, there is no basis to
criticise the current level of aeronautical prices.

In their submissions, some airport operators have argued that the ACCC has wrongly extended the scope
of price regulation to services that are not within the price cap, for example, landside access charges.
However, such complaints are thin to say the least.  First, the ACCC must apply the regulatory
instruments in accordance with law.   In the first legal challenge to the ACCC’s interpretation of the
regulatory instrument, the Federal Court upheld the ACCC’s view (Canberra International Airport v ACCC
[2001] FCA 289) (this decision has been appealed by Canberra airport).  Secondly, Brisbane and Perth
Airports have ignored the ACCC’s interpretation of the regulatory instruments, and imposed new landside
access charges in breach of the price cap in any event.  This conduct highlights the inadequacies of
Prices Surveillance Act regulation, as the ACCC has no powers under that Act to enforce the price cap.
Thirdly, the landside access charges imposed by airport operators are clearly not so significant as to
make the difference between satisfactory and unsatisfactory returns on the airport operator’s investments.

More generally from a policy perspective, there must be considerable concern in revising the level of an
historical price path for airport services merely on the basis that private purchasers of airports claim that
revenues are not delivering a sufficient return on investment, when the investment decision was their own
and made with full knowledge of the historical price path.  Altering current prices for that reason merely
encourages private purchasers of government-owned monopoly assets to over-pay for those assets, and
then subsequently demand a price increase if their return on investment is insufficient.

In their submissions, airport operators have also been critical of the ACCC’s report into the introduction of
the fuel throughput levy.  Airport operators argue that the introduction of the fuel throughput levy was
consistent with contractual rights negotiated between the FAC and oil companies (the owners and
operators of the refuelling facilities).  Furthermore, airport operators claim that at the time of privatisation,
the Government represented that the fuel throughput levy would be an additional source of revenue.

Despite the airport operators’ criticisms of the ACCC’s report, the history of the fuel throughput levy is
relevant to the Productivity Commission’s inquiry.  In its report, the ACCC concluded that:

•  the imposition of the fuel throughput levy is inconsistent with competitive market behaviour, and
would not have been possible absent the substantial market power of airport operators; and

•  the Government denied making the representations alleged by the airport operators.

The imposition of the fuel throughput levy highlights the problems associated with selective regulation of
airport services.  There can be no question that airport operators possess monopoly power in respect of
the access rights required by oil companies to deliver fuel to aircraft.  Left unregulated, airport operators
have every incentive and every ability to exploit that monopoly power.  The only safeguard against the
exploitation of that monopoly power was that in the agreements negotiated between the FAC and oil
companies, the FAC agreed that the level of any fuel throughput levy would be subject to arbitration on
the criteria of ’reasonableness’.  Although this criteria is extremely vague, it nevertheless operated to
constrain the exploitation of airport operators’ market power.

Qantas endorses the conclusion reached in the ACCC Submission: that a price cap should continue to
apply to Australian airports, and the starting point for the price cap should be the prices set under the
existing regulatory arrangements.  As noted by the ACCC, given that the current prices relate to existing,
mostly sunk assets, there is little if any reason to alter current prices from an economic efficiency
perspective.
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3.3 New investment

Qantas believes that it is clearly desirable to allow airport operators to increase prices as a result of
efficient new investment.  While Qantas believes that the administrative approach to assessing new
investment applications could be improved, a number of criticisms made by airport operators of the
current application of the new investment criteria by the ACCC, and airline participation in new investment
applications, are unwarranted.

First, in their submissions to the Productivity Commission, some airport operators have suggested that
the ACCC’s interpretation of the new investment criteria in the regulatory instruments is incorrect.  In April
2000, the ACCC published a position paper in relation to its interpretation of the new investment criteria.
Most significantly, the ACCC interpreted the expression ’new investment’ as a change in fixed, durable
inputs that does not simply replace natural degradation of capital.  Accordingly, investment will be new if it
results in either an increase in airport capacity, or an enhancement in airport quality.

Some airport operators have argued that investment should include the replacement of assets that have
degraded or depreciated over time.  Consistent with the ACCC position, Qantas believes that such an
approach would allow regulatory ’double-dipping’.  It is implicit that current aeronautical prices are set at a
level to recover depreciation of assets (indeed, it has been recognised that historically the FAC utilised
asset lives which were far too short in calculating depreciation charges).  Accordingly, current
aeronautical prices deliver to airport operators a return of capital in the form of depreciation that will allow
re-investment to replace assets at the end of their useful lives.  To increase the prices on the basis of
asset replacement would result in a double return.

Secondly, in their submissions to the Productivity Commission, a number of airport operators have
suggested that airlines have been involved in ’gaming’ in relation to new investment proposals.  There is
little or no explanation of what is meant by the term ’gaming’, and Qantas cannot understand the criticism
that is being made.  Clearly, Qantas has an interest in participating in new investment applications to the
ACCC, as ultimately Qantas is one of the users of the airport services and will be required to pay the
increased prices.  Not surprisingly, Qantas wishes to ensure that the investment is necessary, is efficient
and is being provided at efficient prices.  As Qantas has no countervailing power in respect of most
airport assets, it is solely reliant on regulatory oversight by the ACCC to curb airport operators’ monopoly
power.  If such participation in the regulatory process constitutes ’gaming’, Qantas is unapologetic.

There appears to be a suggestion by some airport operators that Qantas’ participation in the new
investment process is somehow designed to frustrate new entry to the airline services market.  If this
suggestion is being made by the airport operators, it can be shown to be plainly wrong.  Probably the only
airport barrier to new entry to the air services market in Australia is access to terminal services.  During
the past 12 months, new domestic terminal services have been developed at Sydney, Melbourne and
Brisbane Airports.  Canberra Airport already had multi-user domestic terminal facilities.  Qantas did not
participate in the regulatory decisions concerning those investments.  It is therefore difficult to see in what
manner Qantas has been involved in ’gaming’.  In relation to all other new investment decisions, those
investments affected Qantas to a far greater extent than any other airline.  In addition, none of those
investments affected issues of capacity constraint for new entrants.  Finally, there is some suggestion
from Adelaide Airport that Qantas’ negotiations in relation to the proposed MUIT are somehow intended to
frustrate new entry.  That is not correct.  As explained earlier (section 2.5(b)), Qantas does have a degree
of countervailing power in respect of the development of the Adelaide MUIT.  Accordingly, Qantas is
negotiating to ensure that the commercial terms on which it will commence using the new Adelaide MUIT
(which will involve a substantial and lengthy commitment) will not place Qantas in a less favourable
commercial position than other airlines.  Furthermore, the negotiations between Qantas and Adelaide
Airport have nothing to do with the regulatory framework, and the ACCC is not involved in those
negotiations.

For all of the above reasons, it is plain that the suggestion by airport operators that Qantas has been
involved in ’gaming’ the regulatory system are entirely without merit.

Thirdly, some airport operators have suggested that investment in airport assets has been retarded by the
new investment criteria.  Qantas disagrees.  During the past three years, there has been substantial
investment in airport assets.  As noted in the ACCC Submission, the ACCC has approved over $200
million in new investments at the privatised airports during the past three years.  Appendix 2 contains a
table of the airport new investment applications that have been made to the ACCC in recent years.
Furthermore, as the largest user of airport services, Qantas clearly has an interest in ensuring that
investment is undertaken in a timely manner to service the needs of Qantas’ customers.  Qantas has no
incentive to delay necessary investment.  Conversely, as discussed above, Qantas has an interest in
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ensuring that it is only charged for investment that is necessary and efficient.  Airport operators, on the
other hand, have an incentive to overbuild and goldplate airport assets, as their primary business is land
and infrastructure construction and management.  It is therefore vital that regulatory oversight of capital
expenditure is maintained.

Qantas does agree with airport operators, though, that improvements can be made to the regulatory
oversight of new investment.  Qantas agrees that continuous new investment applications to the ACCC
are administratively inefficient.  Furthermore, it has often been the case that the ACCC has been supplied
with inadequate information by airport operators on which to base their regulatory oversight.  Qantas
believes it is desirable and possible to revise the regulatory framework so that:

•  capital expenditure can be forecast and reviewed for a defined regulatory period - this would be
consistent with the approach adopted in other regulatory environments, such as electricity and
gas;

•  the information obligations of airport operators in such applications could be clarified and
strengthened, to improve the transparency and efficiency of the process.

These issues are discussed further in section 4 below.

3.4 Single versus Dual Till

A very important issue in the regulation of monopoly airport services is the adoption of a single or dual till
basis for regulation.  Not surprisingly, airport operators have argued strenuously for the adoption of a dual
till form of regulation.  In contrast, airlines have argued for the adoption of a single till form of regulation.

The current aeronautical prices at Australian airports were set on the basis of a single till.  In other words,
the FAC calculated an appropriate return for the airport as a whole, and established aeronautical prices
as a residual after deducting forecast non-aeronautical revenues.  This has been the traditional
methodology for establishing aeronautical charges at airports internationally for a considerable period of
time.

The single versus dual till debate has emerged during the past few years in connection with new
investment applications by airport operators to increase aeronautical charges.  In each such application,
Qantas has argued that in establishing the required increase in aeronautical charges, consideration
should be given to the likely increase in non-aeronautical revenues that would flow from the new
investment.

However, the issue became more prominent in connection with SACL’s proposal to more than double
aeronautical charges.  SACL’s proposal related not only to new investment undertaken in connection with
the SA 2000 Project (and related projects), but also in relation to its historical prices.  Amongst other
things, the basis of SACL’s proposal was to abandon the historical use of the single till approach to
setting aeronautical charges and reset both historical and future charges on the basis of a dual till.

The arguments for and against the use of a single or dual till have been well canvassed in connection
with SACL’s pricing proposal.  Accordingly, it is unnecessary to repeat or summarise those arguments in
this submission.  Attached as appendix 3 are the relevant extracts from BARA’s initial and subsequent
submission to the ACCC in relation to this issue.  Qantas is in full agreement with the arguments
advanced by BARA in favour of the use of a single till in regulating prices for airport services.

Nevertheless, if a dual till basis for regulation is finally adopted for the airport industry, Qantas endorses
the comments made in the ACCC Submission; that is, under a dual till approach, it is necessary to
include within the regulated till all services for which airports have significant market power.  Qantas
believes that the ACCC has correctly identified a wide range of airport services in respect of which
airports have market power in its table on page 90 of the ACCC Submission.  However, Qantas disagrees
with the ACCC’s conclusions in respect of the following services:
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Qantas also believes that airport operators have significant market power in respect of commercial and
retail facilities, and derive above commercial returns in respect of those facilities.  The reasons for
Qantas’ view in this regard are set out in the extracts from the BARA Submissions in appendix 3.

3.5 Quality of Services

Service quality is clearly an important element of the supply of airport services.  Airport users, both
airlines and the travelling public, wish to receive airport services of a quality commensurate with the
prices being paid for those services.

However, it is well recognised that providers of monopoly services have little incentive to deliver
consistent or high quality services.  As the ACCC noted in its Draft Statement of Principles for the
Regulation of Transmission Revenues:

’Under a CPI - X revenue cap regulatory approach, a monopoly TNSP [Transmission Network
Service Provider] may attempt to supply a lower quality of service than that which has been
included in the regulatory compact with the regulator, in order to boost earnings.  Quality of
service monitoring by a regulator, assisted by a suite of penalties for non-performance, can help
ensure that TNSP’s maintain their quality of service.

Effective incentive based regulation will include an explicit level of service, for which the TNSP
has been provided by the regulator with sufficient income to maintain the assets necessary to
provide that level of service.  Service standards should balance good industry practice against
customer expectations.’ (page 98).

Although under the current regulatory framework quality of service at airports is monitored by the ACCC,
there are no explicit service quality standards with which airport operators must comply.  There is no
system of penalties for poor performance, and no obligation to retain an agreed quality level during the
regulatory period (for example, Perth airport’s decision to downgrade the capacity of one of its runways).

There is some debate between airlines and airport operators concerning the quality of services currently
provided by airport operators.  Qantas believes that service quality differs between airports, and this has
been evidenced in both quality of service monitoring surveys conducted by the ACCC and global
monitoring surveys conducted by IATA.

In their submissions to the Productivity Commission, airport operators have shown some defensiveness
on the issue of service quality.  They have criticised the methodology of monitoring surveys undertaken
by the ACCC, and have suggested that airlines have little incentive in rating airports well on quality
measurements.

Qantas disagrees with these assessments.  Indeed, a review of the results of the ACCC’s surveys
indicates a considerable range of ratings of different airports.  Clearly, airlines have been willing to give
high ratings to airports where they have experienced high quality services.  In contrast, airlines are also
willing to rate airports poorly where service quality is low.

Poor airport service quality not only inconveniences air passengers, but can also impose substantial costs
on airlines.  This is because it is often necessary for airlines to compensate, or undertake commercial
activities to remedy, poor service quality by airport operators.  For example, breakdowns in baggage
handling systems may require airlines to undertake manual sorting of baggage.  Malfunctions with
aerobridges may cause delays for aircraft departure and arrival, leading to substantial airline costs.

Although the current regulatory framework applying to airports recognises the importance of service
quality, it is doubtful whether the framework enforces any level of service quality on airport operators.  To
date, there appears to be no evidence that airport operators will incur any penalty within the regulatory
framework if service quality reduces.

Qantas believes that the most effective and practical means to ensure minimum levels of service quality
within the airport industry is to include within the regulatory framework service level commitments.  To
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date, airport operators have refused to negotiate private service level agreements with airport users,
including airlines.  In contrast, airport operators have adopted conditions of use of airports that:

•  exclude all liability for service quality failures, including delays caused to the movement or
scheduling of airlines’ aircraft; and

•  exclude all representations or warranties regarding quality of services, whether express or
implied.

In other regulated industries, such as electricity, regulators have been developing service level
commitments as mandatory elements of the regulatory framework.  These commitments can be
negotiated between industry participants, and formulated into agreed service level obligations.  Through
appropriate legislative mechanisms (statutory or licensing), monopoly service providers can be required
to comply with the commitments, or incur financial penalties for non-compliance.

Qantas submits that if airport operators continue to refuse to offer service level commitments to airport
users, such commitments should be imposed within the regulatory framework.

3.6 Access to airport services

In reviewing the price regulation of airport services, it is necessary to also consider access regulation
under section 192 of the Airports Act and Part IIIA of the TPA.

Qantas believes that regulation of access to monopoly airport services is a necessary element of the
regulation of airports.

In Qantas’ experience, access problems do arise at airports.  These problems take one of two forms:
either access is denied or frustrated or access is provided on unreasonable commercial terms (both price
and non-price).

It should be stressed that the privatisation of Australian airports, and the establishment of the access
regulatory regime, are relatively recent events.  Qantas believes that airlines and airport operators have
not yet had sufficient time to establish a commercial approach (supported by the regulatory framework) in
which to negotiate access, and resolve access disputes.  Accordingly, to date there is little experience of
utilising the regulatory framework to resolve access disputes.  Qantas nevertheless believes that the need
for regulated access rights, to underpin commercial negotiations, is essential.
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Qantas has experienced substantial difficulty in negotiating access to a range of services at airports.  By
way of illustration, confidential appendix 1 to this submission summarises the range of services to which
Qantas is seeking to negotiate access at airports, but to date has been unsuccessful (the appendix also
summarises the services which have been provided on monopolistic or unreasonable terms and
conditions).

Qantas believes that there are a number of reasons why airport operators may deny or frustrate access to
users of the airport.

First, contrary to many assumptions, the airport may hold a degree of vertical integration in an upstream
or downstream market, or be contemplating vertical integration.  Vertical integration is an expression used
to describe the commercial or economic integration of a firm into two vertically dependent markets.  By
vertically dependent we mean that the markets are functionally separate, but a good or service produced
in one of the markets is required as an input in the other.  In the conduct of their business, airport
operators have a number of choices available to them.  They may:

•  be a mere holder of land, leasing and licensing land to others;

•  be primarily a development and construction business, constructing buildings and other
infrastructure which will be leased or licensed to others; or

•  be involved in business undertakings on the airport, for example, managing car parks and other
services provided at the airport to either consumers or other business users.

The airport operator is free to make choices about the manner in which it will conduct its business.
Furthermore, those choices may alter over time.
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Even where the airport operator does not conduct a downstream business itself, it may be economically
integrated with the downstream business.  For example, the airport operator may decide to grant an
exclusive lease of a car park to a car park operator.  Through its pricing structure, the airport operator
may be able to extract all economic profits from the conduct of the single car park.  Effectively, the airport
operator is economically integrated with the operation of the car park.  Furthermore, it may have no
incentive to encourage development of additional car parks.  It may also decide to deny airlines or other
persons the right to conduct their own car parks (for example the valet car parks currently conducted by
airlines).

Secondly, the airport may deny access to a specific service to an airport user in order to gain a
commercial advantage in other areas of its business.  The airport may use the threat of access denial in
order to resolve a dispute with the airport user, or achieve a commercial outcome (such as increased
prices) in respect of another airport service.

Thirdly, if the airport service is suffering a degree of congestion, the airport may simply find it easier to
deny access rather than establish mechanisms to deal with congestion and scheduling problems.  In
other words, the airport would prefer a ’quiet life’.

In all of the above examples, airport operators have the ability and potential to damage competition in
upstream and downstream markets.  This may be a direct objective of the airport (if seeking to integrate
vertically, whether through ownership or contractually), it may be an indirect objective (when seeking to
obtain a collateral benefit) or may not be an objective at all (if pursuing a ’quiet life’).  Whichever, Qantas
believes that denial of access by airport operators is a real issue and has the potential to undermine
competition in upstream and downstream markets.
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Airport operators also refuse to provide access on reasonable and commercial terms and conditions
(price and non-price).

In relation to price, there are many services and facilities used by airlines that are likely to be covered by
the access regime, but which are not covered by Prices Surveillance Act regulation.  The latter has a
number of peculiar exclusions, including:

•  aircraft refuelling;

•  maintenance sites and buildings;

•  freight equipment and storage sites;

•  freight facility sites and buildings;

•  ground support equipment sites;

•  check-in counters and related facilities; and

•  public and staff car parks.

Prices Surveillance Act regulation also excludes any service which, on the date the airport lease was
granted, was the subject of a contract, lease, licence or authority given under the common seal of the
FAC.

Most of the above services would fall within the scope of section 192 of the Airports Act.

As discussed in section 3.5, in relation to non-price terms and conditions, Qantas’ experience is that
almost all airport operators provide services on the basis that the airport does not expressly promise any
specific level or quality of service provision.  Accordingly, there is limited commercial pressure for the
airport to supply its services at specific quality levels.

Examples of unreasonable terms and conditions imposed in relation to other services are set out  in
confidential appendix 1.
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All of the above problems are characteristic of monopolies, and result from the use of monopoly power.
None of the above conduct would be sustainable in the absence of monopoly power.  Furthermore, these
problems are unable to be addressed merely through price regulation.
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The consequences of these access problems are significant from an efficiency and public interest
perspective.  Airports play an important role in Australia’s overall transportation system.  They are
necessary for air transport services, involving both the transportation of persons and goods.  Accordingly,
the efficiency and quality of airport services will impact directly on the efficiency and quality of Australia’s
transportation system.

As monopolies, the primary concern of airport operators is profit maximisation rather than the efficiency of
Australia’s transportation system.  This has been stated publicly by SACL in its application to the ACCC to
increase aeronautical charges.  Furthermore, the fact is apparent from the priorities set by airport
operators in recent years in new development.  For example, the redevelopment of the International
Terminal at Sydney Airport (known as the SA2000 Project) placed a higher priority on increasing retail
shopping space compared with the expansion of aeronautical services (terminal gates and passenger
seating).  The problems associated with the SA2000 Project are set out in detail in the submission of
BARA to the ACCC.
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The National Access Regime is relatively new.  Even more recent has been the privatisation of most
Australian airports, and the enactment of section 192 of the Airports Act.  To date, there has been very
little airport activity under the National Access Regime.  The activity has been confined to:

•  the preparation of draft access undertakings by Melbourne and Perth airports, on which airlines
provided comments to the ACCC - the undertakings were not accepted by the ACCC in the form
lodged; and

•  the ACCC considered whether the use of an access road at Melbourne Airport by a car rental
company to drop off and pick up passengers was an airport service within the meaning of
section 192.

Accordingly, there is very little direct evidence about the effectiveness of the current National Access
Regime as it applies to airports.

In these circumstances, Qantas submits that it would be unwise to make substantial alterations to the
National Access Regime at this time.  The commercial relationship between airport operators and airport
users is continuing to develop in a post-privatisation environment.  Qantas believes that the existence of
the Access Regime provides an important counterbalance to the monopoly power possessed by airport
operators, and enables airlines to enter into realistic commercial discussions with airport operators.  To
date, there is no evidence that the National Access Regime has imposed unnecessary costs on airport
operators, or is acting as a disincentive to investment.

Nevertheless, Qantas submits that a number of small amendments to the National Access Regime, as it
applies to airports, would be desirable in the areas of:

•  declaration criteria; and

•  access undertakings.

Declaration Criteria

Qantas submits that the declaration criteria contained in Part IIIA of the TPA is appropriate in addressing
the economic problems of essential facilities.  At this time, Qantas does not believe there is any evidence
that the declaration criteria are inappropriate.

However, it is also apparent that the declaration criteria applies to many services provided by airport
operators in that:

•  the service is used for the purposes of participation in upstream or downstream markets, and
access will therefore promote competition in upstream or downstream markets;
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•  the service must be provided at the airport location, and it is not economic to duplicate most
Australian airports; and

•  the airport facility has national significance.

While the application of the declaration criteria is relatively straightforward to a large range of airport
services, the procedural requirements under Part IIIA to demonstrate the criteria in each access
application is burdensome and time consuming.  The decision by the Australian Competition Tribunal in
March 2000 to declare specific services at Sydney International Airport was made approximately 32 years
after an application for access to the services was first made to the National Competition Council.

In Qantas’ view, it is both unnecessary and administratively inefficient to demonstrate the applicability of
the declaration criteria each time an access application is made in respect of an airport.  It is for that
reason that the Federal Government enacted section 192 of the Airports Act.  As the Productivity
Commission is aware, section 192 deems each airport service to be a declared service for the purposes
of Part IIIA.

Section 192 does not completely remove inefficiency from the administrative process, but it does improve
it greatly.  To determine whether a particular airport service is declared, it is still necessary to determine
whether the service falls within the definition of ’airport service’ in section 192(5).  This definition removes
the ’national significance’ criteria, as it is apparent that this criteria is satisfied in respect of the regulated
airports.  The definition also replaces the ’promote competition’ criteria with the following criteria:

’Is the service necessary for the purposes of operating and/or maintaining civil aviation services
at the airport’.

The definition essentially maintains the ’uneconomic to duplicate’ criteria.

Although the enactment of section 192 is a logical and practical step in the administration of airport
access, Qantas believes that a number of further improvements can be made to the section.

First, the ’necessary for civil aviation services’ criteria is a useful replacement for the ’promote
competition’ criteria.  It is apparent that if the service is used in providing civil aviation services, access to
the service will promote competition in the civil aviation market.  However, difficulties arise with the use of
the word ’necessary’.  There are many services used at the airport which are not strictly necessary for the
provision of civil aviation services.  However, if those services were not provided, the civil aviation
industry would be substantially diminished in terms of the quality of services offered.

Qantas submits that the word ’necessary’ should be replaced by the word ’used’.  In other words,
provided the service is used for the purposes of civil aviation services, it should come within the access
regime (subject to satisfying the uneconomic to duplicate criteria).  This amendment more accurately
reflects the aims of the ’promote competition’ criteria.  The access regime, in the context of the civil
aviation industry, should be directed towards the enhancement and quality of civil aviation services
provided by competing airlines.

Secondly, Qantas submits that section 192 ought to apply to all core regulated airports immediately, and
not merely on their privatisation.  The most significant omission from section 192 is Sydney Airport.
Qantas believes that the application of the access regime, and particularly the application of section 192
to Sydney Airport, should not be dependent on privatisation.  In Qantas’ view there is no policy
justification for subjecting Sydney Airport to Part IIIA, but not section 192.

Access Undertakings

Qantas believes that the role of access undertakings in the National Access Regime is desirable.  In the
context of airports, it enables the airport operator to put forward the basis on which airport users are able
to negotiate and agree access terms and conditions.

Qantas is aware that some airport operators have criticised the provisions relating to access
undertakings, and the ACCC’s interpretation of those provisions.  Two main criticisms appear to be made:

•  that airport operators are unable to lodge access undertakings once section 192 has become
effective (and airport services as defined in section 192(5) are declared); and
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•  that the ACCC has adopted an overly interventionist or heavy handed approach to the
acceptance of access undertakings.

In relation to the first criticism, Qantas is aware that this question is relevant to many industries, not just
airports.  Furthermore, Qantas accepts that it may be desirable from a policy perspective to enable
essential facility operators to offer access undertakings even after a service has been declared.  Clearly,
the advantage of access undertakings is that they may provide a general framework under which access
can be provided to all access seekers, and resolve congestion and scheduling issues in a fair manner
between access seekers.  Accordingly, declaration (or the application of section 192) should not be a bar
to offering access undertakings.

In relation to the second criticism, Qantas believes the criticism is unjustified.  The draft determinations of
the ACCC in respect of both Melbourne and Perth airport access undertakings are available for review by
the Productivity Commission.  The Melbourne Airport access undertaking was rejected by the ACCC for a
number of reasons including:

•  the terms of the undertaking were vague, which meant that it would be difficult for the Federal
Court to enforce it;

•  the undertaking provided little guidance to the determination of prices, stating that maximum
prices would merely be negotiated between Melbourne Airport and users to reflect ’a level of
charges that recognises the value of access to the user for its particular business’; and

•  the undertaking contained little indication of service standards or non-price terms and
conditions, which meant that negotiation would be difficult.

Similar concerns arose in respect of the Perth Airport access undertaking.

It appeared to Qantas that the airport operators commenced the process of preparing access
undertakings only shortly before section 192 commenced operation.  Accordingly, their time frame for
discussing and negotiating the access undertakings with both the ACCC and users was very limited.  This
was unfortunate, and in Qantas’ view led to a predictable outcome.  If the National Access Regime was
amended to allow airport operators to offer access undertakings at any time, this problem may be
overcome.

Qantas believes that the ACCC’s approach to the draft undertakings was correct.  Undertakings can
provide a beneficial framework within which the monopolist can negotiate commercial arrangements with
facility users.  However, they also have the effect of overriding or replacing statutory rights under the
National Access Regime.  Accordingly, they should only be accepted by the ACCC where it is clear that
the rights of users are protected to the same extent as the statutory rights.  The primary focus of the
undertaking should be on producing principles and procedures of access more directly relevant to the
airport industry, but without taking away rights.
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4. FUTURE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

4.1 Objectives

In considering the future regulatory framework applying to Australian airports, it is helpful to state a
number of objectives for that regulation.  Qantas believes that four objectives should be paramount.

First, the framework should provide a high level of certainty for both airport operators and airport users.
Certainty is a key objective in ensuring that investment in and around Australian airports by both airport
operators and airport users (including airlines) is maintained into the future.  If there has been any
reduction in airport investment during the past few years (and Qantas doubts that this is the case), the
reduction in investment can probably be attributed to uncertainty created by some of the gaps and
deficiencies in the current regulatory framework discussed in this submission.

Secondly, regulation should enable airport operators to earn a reasonable return on efficient
investment, and restrain the exercise of market power by airport operators.  As discussed in this
submission, there can be no doubt that airport operators possess monopoly power across a range of
airport services.  As private enterprises, airport operators have normal incentives to maximise profits.
Left unregulated, airport operators can be expected to use their market power through monopoly pricing,
diminishing service quality and the imposition of unreasonable terms and conditions of access to the
airport.  Such conduct will be damaging to air travellers and the wider business community that is reliant
on the provision of efficient passenger and freight air services.

Thirdly, the regulatory framework should promote transparency.  There are enormous information
asymmetries between airport operators and airport users.  The promotion of information disclosure by
airport operators will reduce the asymmetry that exists.  In turn, this will reduce the risk that regulatory
oversight will involve errors, and will also promote commercial negotiations between airport operators and
airport users.

Fourthly, the regulatory framework should also permit commercial negotiation between airport
operators and airport users.  To date, commercial negotiation between airport operators and airport users
is not well advanced.  However, that is not surprising.  The privatisation of Australian airports is still
relatively recent, and the operation of the regulatory framework has been developing during the past few
years.  Once the framework has matured, it can be expected that commercial negotiation will proceed
alongside regulatory oversight and this should be encouraged within the framework.  However,
commercial negotiation can only occur if an appropriate regulatory framework is in place; it is the
regulatory framework which provides airlines with a degree of countervailing power, which then facilitates
the commercial negotiations.  Absent the regulatory framework, there would be no need for airport
operators to behave commercially.

In competitive markets, the above objectives are realised through competitive pressures.  Competitive
markets are characterised by reasonable certainty of commercial behaviour, reasonable rates of return,
transparency and commercial negotiations.  Accordingly, developing a regulatory framework that
promotes the above objectives will result in the airport industry best reflecting competitive market
outcomes.  If the airport industry becomes unregulated, it would be expected that monopolistic market
conduct would emerge.  Such conduct would involve uncertainty, excessive returns to airport operators,
lack of transparency and limited commercial negotiation (rather, prices and conditions of use would be
imposed on airport users).

4.2  Modifications to the regulatory framework

As discussed in section 3 of this Submission, Qantas believes that the current regulatory framework
largely promotes the objectives discussed in section 4.1 and competitive market outcomes.  Accordingly,
Qantas believes that the Productivity Commission should recommend a regulatory framework that is
consistent with the existing framework, but with modifications to address some of the deficiencies that
have been identified.  These deficiencies are described in this section.
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Qantas believes that the scope of airport services subject to price regulation should be broadened.  Not
only is the definition of ’aeronautical services’ unclear, but the policy basis for distinguishing between
aeronautical, aeronautical-related and non-aeronautical services is not stated expressly in the regulatory
instruments.  The ’Pricing Policy Paper’ issued by the Department of Transport and Regional
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Development in November 1996 states that in connection with the privatisation of airports, the Federal
Government sought to maintain the scope of price regulation previously contained in the Federal Airports
Corporation Act.  However, this approach failed to take account of criticisms previously made by the
Prices Surveillance Authority about the scope of regulation under the Federal Airports Corporation Act.  In
Report Number 48, the Prices Surveillance Authority commented:

’The PSA considers the basis of prices surveillance in this case should be the existence of
market power in the supply of services, rather than an apparently arbitrary definition of charges.’
(page 59).

Qantas believes that the existing scope of services subject to price regulation should be broadened.
There may be an advantage in a body such as the ACCC having power to determine that additional
services provided by airport operators should be regulated, and to regulate those services accordingly.

As discussed in section 2 of this submission, there are a wide range of airport services over which an
airport operator may exercise monopoly power.  These include:

•  airside facilities;

•  passenger processing areas;

•  operational staff office space;

•  access to the airport to deliver and load food on aircraft;

•  access to the airport to refuel aircraft;

•  access to the airport to conduct ground handling services, including equipment storage;

•  light and emergency maintenance facilities;

•  public and staff carparking; and

•  landside vehicle access.

A number of the above services are not covered within the existing price cap regulation.
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The second area in which the current regulatory framework is deficient is the regulatory powers given to
the ACCC under the Prices Surveillance Act.  A number of comments can be made.

First, the Prices Surveillance Act does not empower the ACCC to enforce a price cap, but instead relies
on voluntary compliance.  Qantas believes that price cap regulation must involve mandatory compliance.

Secondly, the ACCC’s regulatory powers are confined to assessing compliance with a price cap.  The
ACCC cannot perform a proper price regulatory role.  For example, if an airport ceases to supply a range
of aeronautical services, the ACCC is not empowered to lower the price cap.  Accordingly, airport
operators have considerable freedom to exercise market power by reducing the quantity or quality of
services free from regulatory oversight.

Thirdly, the ACCC’s information gathering powers are deficient.  Owing to technical deficiencies within
procedures under the Prices Surveillance Act, the ACCC has been unable to require airport operators to
provide information in connection with its prices surveillance role.  By way of illustration, on numerous
occasions during the ACCC’s review of SACL’s proposal to increase prices, the ACCC requested SACL
to provide additional information to airport users for the purposes of comment.  SACL refused to provide
the information.  The ACCC advised airport users on a number of occasions that it was unable to require
SACL to provide that information.  Attached as Appendix 4 is an extract from BARA’s submission to the
ACCC in relation to SACL’s draft pricing proposal, which comments on the lack of information disclosure
by SACL.  The submission also highlights the differences in regulatory powers afforded to the ACCC
under the Prices Surveillance Act compared with the powers that exist within the electricity industry under
the National Electricity Law and National Electricity Code.
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Fourthly, the limited role able to be performed by the ACCC under the Prices Surveillance Act also
impacts on the administrative efficiency associated with reviewing new investment proposals.  As
discussed in section 3.3, Qantas agrees with a number of airport operators that the current administrative
processes for assessing new investment applications could be improved.  If the ACCC had broader
regulatory powers, similar to the electricity industry, capital expenditure could be forecast and reviewed
for a regulatory period (for example, five years).  Indeed, like the electricity and gas industries, the ACCC
would be able to regulate a price cap over a regulatory period.  This would result in a far more certain and
transparent regulatory process.

Fifthly, as discussed in section 3.5, the ACCC has limited power to enforce service quality in the supply of
airport services.  While service quality is monitored by the ACCC under the Airports Act, and is a factor to
be considered in connection with new investment proposals, it appears that the ACCC has limited powers
to invoke remedies or penalties in response to poor service quality.  As suggested in section 3.5, Qantas
believes that the most effective and practical means to ensure minimum levels of service quality within
the airport industry is to include within the regulatory framework service level commitments.  Those
commitments can be negotiated between industry participants, and formulated into agreed service level
obligations.  Through appropriate legislative mechanisms (statutory or licensing), monopoly service
providers can be required to comply with the commitments, or incur financial penalties for non-
compliance.
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The Prices Surveillance Act is also deficient in defining regulatory criteria to be applied by the ACCC in
making pricing decisions.  The primary statutory criteria which must be taken into account by the ACCC
are contained in section 17(3), being the need to:

•  maintain investment and employment, including the influence of profitability on investment and
employment;

•  discourage an organisation with market power from taking advantage of that power when setting
prices; and

•  discourage cost increases which stem from wage increases or changes in employment
conditions that are inconsistent with the principles established by relevant industrial tribunals.

The Minister may also direct the ACCC to give special consideration to additional matters.  In the context
of the airport industry, specific directions have been given to the ACCC.  For all airports other than
Sydney airport, those directions include compliance with a price cap.  In addition, for all airports the
ACCC has been directed to consider specific criteria when assessing proposed price increases resulting
from new investment.

Qantas believes that the criteria specified in section 17(3) requires reconsideration.  While the second
criterion in section 17(3) is very relevant to organisations with market power, the first and last criteria are
somewhat dated and have not been amended since the enactment of the Prices Surveillance Act in 1983.
Although probably relevant to the original policy objectives of the Prices Surveillance Act, the criteria in
section 17(3) are insufficient to guide the regulation of prices in an industry which exhibits natural
monopoly characteristics.  By way of contrast, in performing its price regulatory function under the
National Electricity Code, the ACCC must seek to achieve the following outcomes:

(a) an efficient and cost effective regulatory environment;

(b) an incentive based regulatory regime which:

(i) provides an equitable allocation between asset users and asset owners of efficiency
gains reasonably expected to be achievable by the asset owner; and

(ii) provides for a sustainable commercial revenue stream which includes a fair and
reasonable rate of return to the asset owner on efficient investment, given efficient
operating and maintenance practices;

(c) prevention of monopoly rent extraction by the asset owner;

(d) an environmental which fosters an efficient level of investment;

(e) an environmental which fosters efficient operating and maintenance practices;
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(f) an environment which fosters efficient use of existing infrastructure;

(g) reasonable recognition of pre-existing policies of government regarding asset values, revenue
paths and prices;

(h) promotion of competition in upstream and downstream markets;

(i) reasonable regulatory accountability through transparency and public disclosure of regulatory
processes and the basis of regulatory decisions;

(j) reasonable certainty and consistency over time of the outcomes of regulatory processes;

(k) reasonable and well defined regulatory discretion which permits an acceptable balancing of the
interests of asset owners and asset users,

(clause 6.2.2 of the National Electricity Code).

(d) Access arrangements

The fourth area in which the current regulatory framework has some deficiencies is in respect of the
access arrangements under section 192 of the Airports Act and Part IIIA of the TPA.

As discussed in section 3.6, Qantas believes that an effective access regime is a necessary component
of the regulation of airport services.  Furthermore, Qantas believes that section 192 of the Airports Act is
a useful element of an access regime applicable to airports.  The function of section 192 is to shortcut the
declaration processes under Division 2 of Part IIIA of the TPA.  In this regard, section 192 performs a
twofold function.

First, it is apparent that there are a large number of airport services that have natural monopoly
characteristics.  Section 192 has the effect of immediately declaring those services for the purposes of
Part IIIA of the TPA.

Secondly, it is also apparent that access to airport services will inevitably impact on competition in related
downstream markets, such as the airline industry or other service industries conducted from the airport
(for example ground handling).  Accordingly, section 192 replaces the ’promote competition’ test
contained in Division 2 of Part IIIA with a ’civil aviation’ test.  As it is obvious that airport access will effect
competition in downstream markets, section 192 focuses the access regime on the civil aviation industry.
It is that industry, as opposed to retailing or other like industries, where competition will be affected.

However, as noted in section 3.6(d), some improvements could be made to the access regime applying to
airports.  In particular:

•  the declaration criteria could be improved by replacing the test ’necessary for civil aviation
services’ with a test of ’used for civil aviation services’; and

•  Qantas would have no objection to airport operators having the right to lodge access
undertakings with the ACCC at any time.

4.3 Alternative methods of airport regulation

In its terms of reference, the Productivity Commission is required to consider whether other forms of
regulation would be more effective than the current regulatory framework applying to airport services.
There appear to be 3 main alternatives to the current framework:

•  so called ’light handed’ regulation;
•  sole reliance on Part IIIA of the TPA; and
•  sole reliance on Part IV of the TPA.

For the reasons explained below, Qantas believes that none of these alternatives will achieve the
regulatory objectives discussed in section 4.1.
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(a) Light handed regulation

Economic policy makers have frequently debated the role of ’light handed’ regulation as opposed to more
formal price or revenue regulation of firms with market power.  Within these debates, the meaning of light
handed regulation is not always clear.  However, in the context of the current enquiry into regulation of
airport services, Qantas understands that light handed regulation means the ability of a regulator to
monitor prices and performance within the industry, and to publish the outcomes of that monitoring.  In
Qantas’ opinion, this form of light handed regulation is counterproductive.

More specifically, Qantas believes that this form of light handed regulation runs counter to each of the
objectives discussed in section 4.1.  The outcomes of such light handed regulation are likely to be
threefold.  First, there would be little or no effective constraint on airport operator’s pricing decisions. This
is evident from the behaviour of the airports even subject to price regulation, and the clear lack of
countervailing power on the part of airport users. Secondly, there will be strong incentives for the
monopoly firm to withhold information from the regulator.  As the regulator will have no formal powers
over the regulated firm, it will be extremely difficult for the regulator to enforce adequate and transparent
information disclosure. Thirdly, negotiations between airport users and airport operators will not be
commercially based, but will be affected by inevitable governmental, community and industry lobbying
and involvement. Airport users will know that the only curb or constraint on the monopoly power of the
airport operator will be through the lobbying and involvement of government and community and industry
groups, in order to bring pressure on the behaviour of the airport operator.  Conversely, the airport
operator will wish to undertake its own lobbying.  Furthermore, the airport operator will have the
advantage of information asymmetries, and will have further incentives to withhold information from
airport users.

In this climate, commercial negotiations will be conducted in an atmosphere of mistrust and information
disparity.  Such an outcome will contrast with outcomes usually achieved in competitive markets.  Today,
commercial negotiations in infrastructure industries between companies that have comparable bargaining
power are marked by transparency and openness.  Indeed, it is common for commercial transactions to
be negotiated on an ’open book’ basis, and for the price of services to be determined having regard to
costs of supply.  Efficiency gains are frequently shared between service provider and acquirer.

Qantas believes strongly that the adoption of so called ’light handed’ regulation in the airport industry will
retard the efficient operation and development of airport services.  Rather than be light handed, such
regulation will act as a heavy hand dampening and frustrating efficient airport investment and
development.

It should also be noted that the experience in New Zealand in relation to ’light handed’ regulation of
airport prices is not positive.  Since the corporatisation of New Zealand airports in the mid 1980’s, the
airports have not been subject to price control. Rather, they have been required to consult with airline
users in relation to airport prices.  (Although, shortly after incorporation, the New Zealand airports did
enter into memoranda of understandings with airline users in relation to both consultation procedures and
profit ceilings).

During the last three years, the New Zealand Commerce Commission has been conducting a formal
inquiry under the Commerce Act to determine whether price controls should be imposed on New Zealand
airports.  Its Draft Report dated July 2001 concludes that:

•  each of Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch airports possess significant market power; and

•  it is desirable that various services supplied by Auckland and Christchurch airports are subject
to price control.

On a net efficiency benefit analysis, at this time the Commerce Commission has recommended that
prices at Auckland Airport be subject to formal control.

(b) Part IIIA of the TPA

Qantas believes that sole reliance on Part IIIA would not be an effective regulatory mechanism for the
airport industry.   This is for 3 reasons.

First, the process for having airport services declared under Part IIIA is slow and complex.  The decision
by the Australian Competition Tribunal in March 2000 to declare specific services at Sydney International
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Airport was made approximately 32 years after an application for access to the services was first made to
the National Competition Council.

This deficiency has been overcome within the regulatory regimes governing other industries.  In industry
such as electricity, the services to which access is permitted are defined within the regulatory regime.
The regulator’s role is to determine the price for, and quality of, the services provided.

In the airport industry, section 192 of the Airports Act is intended in part to overcome this deficiency of
Part IIIA.  However, as discussed above, it is an imperfect solution.  It still requires the ACCC, before
arbitrating a dispute, to form a judgment about the economic duplication of facilities, a similar test which
exists within Part IIIA, and about the necessity for the service for civil aviation.  The first determination
made by the ACCC under section 192 took approximately 12 months to conclude (Delta Car Rentals
1999).

Any delay is clearly to the advantage of the monopoly service provider.  The consequence for access
seekers is that the airport’s proposed monopoly prices must be accepted if the user requires the service
for its business.  Qantas has had this experience both with services covered by section 192 and services
which the ACCC does not consider to be covered but which could be declared under Part IIIA (for
example, space for airport lounges).

Secondly,  Part IIIA does not protect users who obtain services from other airport users which are
themselves monopolies.  For example, with fuel throughput levies, charges are levied by airport operators
on the Joint User Hydrant Installation and passed onto oil companies and then Qantas.  Qantas is unable
to take action itself in relation to the airport operators’ charges as Qantas is seeking its service from the
oil companies and not from the airport.  The oil companies have little incentive to fight the charges as they
can be passed onto the airlines.

The third deficiency of the access regime contained in Part IIIA is that price decisions are made
individually for each service user.  For example, if Part IIIA were the only regulatory instrument controlling
prices for airport services, each airport user would need to negotiate directly with airport operators and, in
the event of disputes, notify the disputes to the ACCC.  The ACCC would then be required to arbitrate
each individual dispute.  Not only would such an approach be costly, time consuming and inefficient, it
would also be extraordinarily complex and prone to error.  In making individual pricing decisions, the
ACCC would be required to allocate common costs between a range of different airport users.  The
ACCC would seek to avoid ’double dipping’ whereby the airport operator recovers the same costs from
different users.  However, this task would have to be done on an individual basis as each dispute was
notified.

Commercial activity at airports is characterised by a large number of users (comprising both airlines and
other commercial entities providing services such as ground handling and catering services) acquiring a
large range of services from the airport operator.  Accordingly, there are a large number of commercial
transactions which occur at the airport.  In these circumstances, the transaction costs of requiring each
user to negotiate terms and conditions of access to services within the framework of Part IIIA of the TPA
will be substantial.  Qantas submits that such a regulatory approach would place enormous burdens on
Australia’s aviation industry, reducing its efficiency.  In contrast, in other industries (for example electricity
transmission) the government or a regulator sets a revenue or price cap applicable to the commercial
activities undertaken by the monopoly providers.  The maximum revenue is then allocated between
services and users.  Such an approach is desirable because it ensure that all costs are properly allocated
to users and allocated only once.  The pricing is efficient and fair.

Qantas acknowledges that it is possible to utilise the Part IIIA framework in order to achieve
comprehensive price regulation of airport services.  For example, an airport code could be developed
using the model of the National Electricity Code.  The code would provide a framework under which
prices for monopoly airport services could be determined.  To make the code enforceable, airport
operators would need to be under a legislative obligation to comply with the code.  This could be
achieved in a similar manner to the National Electricity Code.  For example, the Airports Act could require
airport operators to lodge an access undertaking with the ACCC under Part IIIA in a prescribed form.  The
access undertaking would state that the airport operator agrees to provide monopoly airport services in
accordance with the requirements of the code.

(c) Part IV of the TPA

Qantas does not believe that the pricing and access issues that arise at airports can be addressed solely
by Part IV of the TPA.  As explained earlier, most Australian airports have strong monopoly power, and
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airlines do not possess countervailing power.  Part IV of the TPA does not address monopoly power
problems in themselves.  Essentially, Part IV of the TPA prohibits various forms of conduct that have the
purpose or effect of expanding or increasing market power.  However, the mere use of market power,
without the purpose or effect of expanding that market power, is not prohibited.  Accordingly, a monopolist
is entitled to increase its prices and reduce the quality or level of its services without contravening Part IV
of the TPA.  More specifically, it is only unlawful for a firm with market power to deny access (refuse to
supply a service or impose onerous terms on the provision of the service) if its purpose is to deter or harm
competition in a market.  Qantas has experienced a range of circumstances in which an airport may
refuse to supply a service, but its purpose is not directly to harm competition; rather, competitive damage
is a consequence or effect of the airport’s conduct.

Nor would it be desirable to amend Part IV of the TPA to address access problems, for example by
changing the ’purpose’ test to an ’effects’ test.  Amending section 46 of the TPA to address access issues
raises more problems than it solves.

First, section 46 applies to a broad range of firms which have ’substantial market power’.  In general,
significant access issues only arise in a much smaller range of firms:  those that exhibit natural monopoly
and bottleneck characteristics.  Accordingly, it would be undesirable to amend a competition provision
which has generalised application in order to deal with a problem that exists in only a narrower category
of firms.

Secondly, section 46 is only enforceable in the Federal Court of Australia.  Access issues involve
complex and interrelated commercial and economic issues.  As a general observation, the Federal Court
is not well equipped to make determinations and assessments on a number of the issues arising from an
access dispute, particularly pricing.  This was noted in the Hilmer Report, and was the primary reason for
the formulation of Part IIIA.
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CONFIDENTIAL APPENDIX 1
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APPENDIX 2

SUMMARY OF AIRPORT INVESTMENT ACTIVITY
1999-2001

Airport Projects ACCC Determination

Adelaide Multi-user integrated terminal October 1999

Brisbane A range of projects including apron expansions,
new runway signage and taxiway lighting

April 2000

Canberra Major apron expansion August 2000

Melbourne Multi-user domestic terminal August 2000

A range of projects including elevated road
extension and a range of environmental projects

October 2000

Taxi charges May 2001

Perth A range of projects including an international
apron expansion, taxiway upgrade and new GA
apron

April 2000

Sydney Domestic common user terminal May 2000

SA 2000 Project May 2001
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APPENDIX 3

SINGLE Vs DUAL TILL

Extracts from BARA’s Initial and Subsequent Submission to the ACCC in relation to SACL’s draft
pricing proposal.
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APPENDIX 4

INFORMATION DISPARITIES

Extracts from BARA’s Initial and Subsequent Submission to the ACCC in relation to SACL’s draft
pricing proposal.


